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About This Game

"I was in love with GNOG the second I saw it"-Rock Paper Shotgun
"Weird and wonderful..." -Polygon

"This is such a joyful game, I'm not sure it's possible to leave it without feeling uplifted." -Destructoid
"It's a kooky idea brought about with lots of style and verve..." -Eurogamer

GNOG is a playful puzzle game about exploring monstrous virtual toys. Press, pull, slide, grab, click, and rotate every GNOG
head to uncover its secrets!

9 musical levels with whimsical puzzles to discover

A dynamic soundtrack composed by Marskye

Each level a unique hand-crafted experience

Play in standard mode or with optional VR support. Seamlessly switch between VR and standard play!

GNOG is a 3D puzzle game set in a tactile world of toys and secrets. Point, click, grab, poke, spin, pull, and play with uniquely
charming monster heads as you explore the hidden worlds inside them. Filled with eye-catching designs, playful interactions,

and a rich, reactive soundtrack, the hand-crafted heads come to life in either standard play or in VR.

Inspired by real-world toy designs, every GNOG head is a miniature world to discover. Grab a bookcase and spin it to reveal a
hidden pile of coins, slide levers to navigate a damaged ship through outer space, crank a wheel to cook a stew on the stove –
each playful interaction generates lively feedback and surprising consequences. Set to a relaxing and dynamic soundtrack that

evolves with each level, the surreal worlds and joyful puzzles of GNOG will have you turning heads.
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Title: GNOG
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
KO_OP
Publisher:
Double Fine Presents
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2GHz 64-Bit CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card with 1GB memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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MouseCraft is sorta a mix between Mouse Trap and Tetris.

Many of the stages are easy to figure out after a run or two through some mishaps, so it's a great little timekiller that should not
get one frustrated. There are a good number of specialty blocks/items that make figuring out a safe passage for your mice an
interesting puzzle, but luckily the player is allowed to learn these since new blocks/items are phased into gameplay rather being
dumped all at once.

There is not really much of a story as far as I can tell; I've made it halfway through the stages and it has been trap after trap.
Perhaps there's one at the end? I'll update when I get there.. To simply put it

(It's The Greatest Game You'll Ever Play)

What makes this news so great is, any computer with at least 2 gigabytes of ram can play it! And it's only $10.00 USD!

Why Haven't You Bought This Game Yet If You Haven't Already?????. Disclaimer: I did received a key from the developers for
review purposes.

First, to address the elephant in the room that is already spamming reviews. Yes, this game is quite similar to Banished, That
certainly is not a bad thing to my mind, and not at all shocking considering how broad the godgame/city manager genre is. They
both focus on a similar scenario and involve many of the same resources, buildings and issues. That is not to say, as some
reviewers have suggested, that this a copy of Banished. It plays and feels quite distinctive and focuses much more strongly on
presentation and storytelling and less on hardcore survival.

The game is your typical village management game. Each villager is fully simulated with a day/night activity cycle. No villagers
are directly controlled but rather carry out duties as assigned

For the bad, In it's current state, there are rough spots, but nothing major.

It does graphically twitch a bit when running at 10x speed which is a bit of a problem considering how often you have to
resort to time compression.

Some of the UI and controls are a bit unintuitive but mostly from lack of polish rather from irreversible bad design.

The world seems very mild, although this may be just because I'm playing the early campaign. Villagers are obviously
perturbed to not have houses to sleep in, but they don't seem any worse for wear from sleeping in a frozen swamp.

One rather large flaw I found, although I might just have missed it or not unlocked it yet, was the lack of a deconstruct
option for completed buildings.

Moving on to the good, I think there is a lot to like here and promise for more as the dev's polish the title.

The controls are refined with full camera control, building rotation, etc. Villager management is by assignments which
can be manged either ay work-sites or the central town hall. Most menu and gui components have an icon for a simple
tool-tip explanation and many cross-link with other interfaces.
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Other than the aforementioned lack of exposure issues, the game doesn't seem to include any city-builder "cheats".
Villagers have to walk to work, haul the goods from where they are gathered to where they are stored or used, go get
food or water. Nothing teleports magically from work camp to warehouse.

It has a campaign/story mode. This is something so many developers sadly skip. Instead of being dropped into whatever
situation that has been contrived for me and given a full toolbox of tools I don't understand yet, Villagers instead gives
you a traditional introduction.

There is a big attempt at providing a deep back story. The presentation is a bit clicky and the plot a tad cliche, but the
developers are making an effort to provide an impressive frame of reference to your game play.

Along with that back story there is a decent tutorial woven into the narrative. So far there hasn't been a moment when I
didn't know what I needed to build next and why. I can't expect that this game will require a wiki or mathematical
analysis of field sizes to get the most out of it.

The artwork is a bit outdated but still quite lovely. They could go for some higher resolution textures of higher poly
models, however. The terrain is decently diverse and the various weather effects add a lot of personality to the game.

Although the dev's decision to go with handcrafted maps will ultimately hurt replayability, the diversity and character
really shines through. The swamp felt like a swamp rather than just a procedurally generated airbrush of water you find
in so many games.

Certainly not a "casual" title but far more approachable than most, this title has some potential to be a great village management
game. It's fully playable and far more developed than some of the "other" comparable titles that languish in perma-early access.

Current state: 7/10. Great silly ero-ero game! You are the silly driad on your adventure to get laid. Would you make it?

+Good looking arts
+Uncensor patch!
+Some ero girl on girl action!
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=909358075
+Green bewbs (raven approves)
Kinda short but still fun, multiple endings, multiple arts to unlock +
+Steam achievements
+Cards with cool backgrounds

Overall great buy!. a old classic that is worth a try ,it comes from days gone by so don't expect any of today's fancy add-ons,
most will buy it for the nostalgia or to experience what games in the old days were like.
This game will offer a couple of hours of fun with a nice trip down memory lane for others.

Wait til it goes on sale and give it a go.
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Good game, great graphics, good characters, voice-acting for Ghost is exellent. Enjoyed the game immensely. Then i meet the
first boss. It is broken. Some reviewers say it is too hard, but it's just broken. I was happily playing on medium, but even on easy
this thing can be beaten only by pure luck, insane amount of grind (or equally insane amount of skill that few of us need). And
even after you kill it, it still can kill you. This is just stupid. I don't want to fight this abomination again until it's fixed.

Games must be enjoyable. If you want your game to be hard - that's ok, Dark Souls is enjoyable and hard game at the same
time. The key is consistency - the very first enemy in DS can kill you easily and you have to take things seriously (and run). In
this game you walk your way to the first boss without any difficulty. You explore, laugh, fight and all of this is very light-
hearted and casual. Then you meet this broken boss, and instead of fun you get only anger. No, thank you.

If you want to play something like this game but without broken bosses, i recommend Dex.

UPD: Changed my recomendation from negative to positive. Yes, i was really angry but negative is too strong. After i beat that
damned thing i had great time playing. Still think first boss is broken (second one is walk in the park in comparison).. First
Impressions [Played on the Oculus Rift]:

This game wasn't on my radar at all--it was only through a post on r\/Oculus that I even heard about it.

As a fan of puzzle\/mystery\/escape room games, I decided to give this one a go...

...and I'm quite glad that I did! I'm surprised at the amount of polish in a game coming from a small dev team. In terms of
gameplay, you start off in an office, similar to that in L.A. Noire VR or I Expect You To Die. From there, you pull a lever,
which dispenses an orb that takes you to your case.

A typical case has you teleporting around the room to solve a crime scene, and by interacting with the environment by talking to
fellow robot officers and witnesses, using a magnifying glass to highlight evidence, and little mini-games, you will determine the
suspect, weapon, motive, victim, etc. in order to complete each case. Each new detail you find will be accompanied by flavor
text through which you will be able to piece together just what had happened in the location you're in.

However, I will say that thus far, the game hasn't been particularly difficult (IMO), and I suspect that it won't be a very long
experience overall.

Nevertheless, the time I've spent so far with Mr. Hack Jack: Robot Detective has been delightful. If you're at all into the types of
games I listed, it's worth a try, and maybe you'll even agree it's worth a buy.. As unlockable I would recommend it, cannot
recommend someone to pay for this, it is outrageous. Instead of nothing when you find all secrets and 100% the game, you
could get skins not pay for them.. Out of all the VR games I've tried so far this is the most fun. Really awesome and engaging
combat system.. Bug in game that I have that pretty much renders the game useless is that I cannot for the life of me get my
character to stop freaking moving forward. either idk what im doing or this game is useless.. I was first introduced to the series
via Guacamelee: Super Turbo Championship Edition. I played that game with a friend, and I'm pretty sure we finished it in a
couple of Saturday afternoons. This game I finished alone in about the same amount of time.

Pretty much everything from that game makes an appearance in the sequel, save for the 'Intenso' mechanic. That's a good thing,
because Intenso trivialized most of the combat. Removing that puts the focus back on the 'combat puzzle' again.

Combat in this game is as fun as the first. The simple beat'm'up combos are just varied enough to be interesting, without getting
overwhelming. The excellent wrinkle this time is that you're now just as capable in chicken form (perhaps more so) as you are
in human form. This leads to more fun twists on fights, switching between the two forms as appropriate, watching that combo
meter climb up. I feel like there are more boxed-in arenas in which the combat is used, too. That's good and bad. More combat
is fun, but it did start to feel like it was just padding out the game toward the end, with similar arenas popping up.

The somewhat controversial change this time around is that platforming challenges are now very much present in the world. I
wouldn't say that they're terribly much harder than they were in the first game, but because there are now more platforming
mechanics, there's more that the designers could use in the platforming puzzles, and that can be seen as exerting more cognitive
load compared to the first game. Coming from STCE, I'd say that some of the overworld challenges for the 'special key' can be
about on par with trying to 'gold' some of the challenge rooms in El Infierno in that game. In my opinion, none of those got
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frustratingly challenging. The ultimate platforming challenge in this go-round is far more based on timing, however. I don't
recall any of the challenge rooms in the first game demanding much in the way of precision on timing. Don't get me wrong,
these can get tough as nails, but they're neither required for story progression, nor punishing enough to get frustrating.

(Side note: i haven't purchased or played either of the DLCs for this game, so I don't know how those challenge rooms
compare.)

The game cribs an interesting mechanic from Celeste: There are 'refresher orbs' that replenish energy and refill all abilities when
you touch them. Normally, once a move (such as the uppercut) is used, it can't be used again until you touch the ground. Now
that move can be done again either by landing or by touching a refresher orb. This leads to some fun (again, end-game)
sequences wherein you spend most of the time above the ground, bounding from orb to orb and completing a challenge. It's
satisfying, and there's not much penalty for failure. Either a death or a setback of around 30 seconds of progress.

I'm not spending much time talking about the story, because there's really not much to say. The atmosphere is charming as usual,
and the writing is distinctly 'cartoony,' which is nothing different from the first game. Also like the first game, the main
antagonist isn't particularly compelling. What disappointed me here is that his lieutenants aren't nearly as fun as the ones in
STCE. I remember the game spending a good deal of time building up the lieutenants in STCE, but that seems to have been
saved for just one of those lieutenants this time.

As with the first game, most of the comedy is one-off jokes here and there, and there are plenty of image-based memes living in
the background. It's good for a chuckle.

There's some good music, but I didn't feel nearly as engaged with it as the music in STCE. There's one very good boss track, but
unfortunately there's just the one. I was hoping for some cool themes for each, but alas.

Overall, it feels like Drinkbox spent their time in the right place when iterating on STCE: new platforming mechanics, new
combat mechanics, and interesting challenges for each. And at 20 dollars for around 10 hours to 100% the game, I think it's an
easy buy. But there's enough familiarity there that you'll wonder how much is really new. I hope they'll spend some time refining
the storytelling and level design a bit for the next go-around.

Patch – v1.0.5:

Features. Patch – v1.0.4:

Features. GNOG is now available!:
Hey everyone, GNOG is finally out (with optional VR support) with a 10% steam discount. Also thanks to our publisher, if you
own Broken Age you get an additional 10% off!

Check out this lovely review by Rock Paper Shotgun: https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2018/07/17/wot-i-think-gnog/. Patch
– v1.0.6:

Bug fixes
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